Message from the FCISIS 2015
International Workshop Co-Chairs

It is our great pleasure to welcome you for the Sixth International Workshop on Frontiers on Complex, Intelligent and Software Intensive Systems (FCISIS 2015). The workshop is held in conjunction with the Ninth International Conference on Complex, Intelligent and Software Intensive Systems (CICIS 2015) from July 8 to July 10, 2015, at Regional University of Blumenau (FURB), Blumenau, Brazil.

The objective of FCISIS Workshop is to foster the discussion in a rich inter-disciplinary context of the three challenging areas of ICT-enabled applications: Software Intensive Systems, Complex Systems and Intelligent Systems. FCISIS 2015 is conceived in terms of special sessions, which were also carefully selected, from the organizers.

We would like to thank all the participants of the workshop for submitting their research works and for their participation and look forward to meet you again in the forthcoming editions of the workshop.

Leonard Barolli, Fukuoka Institute of Technology (FIT), Japan
Fatos Xhafa, Technical University of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain
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